Host AGM_Selan says:
U.S.S. Titan Stardate 10010.08 "A Day to Forget" Episode 1

Host AGM_Selan says:
<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<Begin Mission>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>

Host CO_Capt_Gabel says:
::On the Bridge::

CSO_Gol says:
::at science station, on bridge::

CMO_Engstrom says:
::making some notations on the XO's patient profile in red ink while wandering towards the airlock in a hawaiian shirt and sweatpants::

Host AGM_Selan says:
ACTION: The graceful Nebula Class U.S.S. Titan is now docked at Starbase 360, where it is to receive an all new sensor pod, and where the crew is to have shore leave.

XO-Teasley says:
::On the bridge::

EO_Be`Keth says:
::in engineering getting ready for shore leave::

CTO_Scott_Madson says:
::getting ready to head off to shore leave::

Host CO_Capt_Gabel says:
CSO: Take the bridge ... make sure that all station are locked down then desmiss the crew from there posts

CMO_Engstrom says:
::stands by the airlock, waiting for freedom::

CSO_Gol says:
CO: Aye, captain.

XO-Teasley says:
<Jan>CMO: Doctor, I need your help.

SO_Rya says:
::In her quarters catching up with Lt. Vekh::

Host CO_Capt_Gabel says:
XO: Ready Room ....

CSO_Gol says:
::locks down science station::

EO_Be`Keth says:
*CO*: Sir engineering is now on internal station power.

JAG_Vekh says:
::finishing his drink in the SO's quarters::

XO-Teasley says:
CO: Aye sir.

Host SB360_Dockmaster says:
@ COM: Titan: U.S.S. Titan, we will begin preparations for installation of the new sensor pod once all crew have disembarked.

XO-Teasley says:
::walk to the R&R::

JAG_Vekh says:
Alara: So, have you enjoyed the solar sail trip?

FCO_Jadahn says:
::at his post, just doing stuff::

Host CO_Capt_Gabel says:
*EO* Understood, coordinate lockdown with the bridge

CSO_Gol says:
*Dept Heads* Lock down your stations and report in.

Host CO_Capt_Gabel says:
::enters the RR::

XO-Teasley says:
::enters the R&R::

CTO_Scott_Madson says:
::sitting working on a PADD on a new weapon system::

Host CO_Capt_Gabel says:
::Sits behind his desk::

SO_Rya says:
Drayan: Very much ::smiles::

CMO_Engstrom says:
*Jan* Engstrom here, whats the matter? Where are you?

Host AGM_Selan says:
ACTION: Slowly, but surely, Titan crew who have been granted shore leave begin to filter off the ship for a day of rest and relaxation.

XO-Teasley says:
CO: You wanted to see me, sir?

XO-Teasley says:
<Jan>:CMO: Right next to you silly. I think am I going into larbor.

SO_Rya says:
Drayan: It's my turn now. Would you like to go for a walk?

JAG_Vekh says:
::smiles back at the beautiful Betazoid, while stroking her hair gently:: Alara: we might do it again someday ::winks::

Host CO_Capt_Gabel says:
XO: Cmdr.  If I recall that you wife's birth cycle is coming along ... I just want to make sure that everything is going well with her and you

JAG_Vekh says:
Alara: If you not on duty, I'd rather appreciate it ::gets up::

CMO_Engstrom says:
::turns around:: Jan: How far apart are the contractions? ::walks over to the wall next to the airlock and opens up one of the emergency cabinets pulling out a medical tricorder and kit::

CTO_Scott_Madson says:
@::heads to his usual bar and takes a seat at the bar with the PADD in hand:: Waiter: Could I have my usual?

XO-Teasley says:
CO: It is sir. We just about have everything ready for the baby.

Host AGM_Selan says:
<Starbase Engineering Teams> @ ::Stand by, awaiting the go ahead to begin work on the Titan once the crew has left, most of them wear EVA suits for the more hazardous work::

FCO_Jadahn says:
::turns, looks around......feels very tired.......looks it too::

SO_Rya says:
::Grins at the Orion:: Drayan: I'm on leave. The sensor pod's late. ::Takes his hand and leads the way off the ship::

XO-Teasley says:
<Jan>:CMO: Oh about 4 mintues part. it really hurts

JAG_Vekh says:
::casually said:: Alara: so, what's the ETA for the repairs on the Titan?

JAG_Vekh says:
::dont resists her pull and accepts her soft hand::

Host CO_Capt_Gabel says:
XO: Cmdr ... very good then ... when it comes time ... I want you to spend some time with your wife and family

CMO_Engstrom says:
Jan: Alright, it might still be false labour ::looks at tricorder:: But I dont think so... Lets get you to sickbay, walking around wont hurt at this point ::lends his arm and begins heading towards sickbay:: *XO*  Engstrom to Teasley, come in sir.

EO_Be`Keth says:
::races down the corridor to her quarters::

SO_Rya says:
Drayan: About two weeks I believe. How long is the Gany docked at Avalon? ::Continues to lead the way off the ship::

CTO_Scott_Madson says:
@::sips cappucino and works on his design::

EO_Be`Keth says:
Self: I ahve to get ready and get out of here.

XO-Teasley says:
CO: Sure.. excuss me. *CMO*: This is John, go ahead.

CSO_Gol says:
*CMO,CTO,EO,FCO* Status.

XO-Teasley says:
<Jan>:CMO: Thankyou doctor.

JAG_Vekh says:
Alara: She'll take another week of R&R and then we are out. However, there'll be a ceremony next TUE, the OPS and CTO will be getting married ::walks along::

CMO_Engstrom says:
*XO* Im taking your wife in to sickbay, it may be "time", come on down and be prepared for a wait, probably wont be a short labour since this is her first child.

EO_Be`Keth says:
*CSO*: Sir engineering is now on station power and I am in my quarters getting ready to leave for the station.

XO-Teasley says:
CO: Premission to be excussed sir.

SO_Rya says:
@::Exits the Titan and looks around to gain her bearings.:: Drayan: That's wonderful!

Host CO_Capt_Gabel says:
XO: go go ...

XO-Teasley says:
::quickly heads out of the R&R and down towards Sickbay::

JAG_Vekh says:
@::enters the Starbase and waits for Alara's decision on their heading::

CTO_Scott_Madson says:
@::finishes his drink and food and heads to the SB holodeck::

CSO_Gol says:
*EO* Have all of your crews left engineering?

FCO_Jadahn says:
::rubs eyes:: CSO: Station is locked down

JAG_Vekh says:
@Alara: Indeed, Lt.s Silek and Serok are excellent officers and seems to complement each other very well

CMO_Engstrom says:
::arrives in sickbay with Jan and gets her up on the biobed, adjusting its configureation to make her more comfortable. :: Jan: Let me know when the contractions become so painful you want to start a drug series.

EO_Be`Keth says:
*CSO*: Yes sir everyone has left the ship.

SO_Rya says:
@::After a minute remembers where the arboretum is in relation to the Titan's airlock and winking at Drayan leads them down the hall to the left.::

CMO_Engstrom says:
::turns to a nurse:: Nurse: I want a full post-natal R&C series, lets see whats going on in there.. ::turns and glances at the monitors::

XO-Teasley says:
<Jan> ::grabs the CMO's arm:: CMO: Doc. it is really getting painful.

Host CO_Capt_Gabel says:
*CSO* What is the progress on the lockdown and dismissal of the Titan Crew?

CSO_Gol says:
*EO* Good, let me know once you've left.

XO-Teasley says:
::moves around some people still moving to Sickbay.:;

EO_Be`Keth says:
*CSO*: Aye sir

SO_Rya says:
@Drayan: Complement each other?

CMO_Engstrom says:
::raises an eyebrow::  Jan: Alright you just lie back ::fills a hypospray with ibromine and issues a medium sized dose, making a note on her file and ordering extra tests::

CSO_Gol says:
*CO* I still have not received a response from the CMO or CTO.  All other crews have locked down and disembarked.

JAG_Vekh says:
@::following Alara, hand-in-hand:: Alara: So, will you make a surprise or can you tell me where are we going now? ::smiles::

Host AGM_Selan says:
<Medical Officer> ::Enters sickbay concerned:: CMO: Sir, I believe we may have a radiation leak onboard.

FCO_Jadahn says:
CSO: Permission to disembark?

CTO_Scott_Madson says:
@::downloads layout onto the stations holodeck and gets the simulation up and running::

XO-Teasley says:
<Jan>::lays back hopes John is hurrying down here.::

CSO_Gol says:
FCO: Granted.

CMO_Engstrom says:
::whirls around:: MO: Location?  Any signs of contaimination to the crew?

FCO_Jadahn says:
CSO: Thank you sir

Host CO_Capt_Gabel says:
*CSO* The CMO is a bit busy at the momment ... disregard Sickbay, but get Tactical offline

XO-Teasley says:
::goes into a run for sickbay::

EO_Be`Keth says:
::leaves her quarters and runs to the airlock::

Host AGM_Selan says:
<Medical Officer> CMO: Minimal contamination. It's coming from the sensor pod, possibly due to previous damage.

EO_Be`Keth says:
*CSO*: Sir permission to leave the Titan?

SO_Rya says:
@ Drayan: You'll see when we get there. ::Grins::

CSO_Gol says:
*CO* Aye, shall I attmept to locate the CTO?

CMO_Engstrom says:
MO: clear the area and begin decontamination proceedures on decks 1, 2 and 3.  Ill inform the Captain.

FCO_Jadahn says:
::exits bridge and enters TL.....thinks for a moment where to go...::

Host CO_Capt_Gabel says:
*CSO* Most definately ... I want that looked down emidiately ...

JAG_Vekh says:
@Alara: if you say so, what can this bold Orion do... ::shrugs, mocking offense::

Host AGM_Selan says:
<Starbase 360 Dockmaster> @ COM: U.S.S. Titan: U.S.S. Titan crew, we are decking a minimal radiation leak in your upper decks. Please disembark so we can board and repair the leak in preparation for the addition of the new sensor pod.

XO-Teasley says:
::finds sickbay but slips. Picks himself back up and enters sickbay::

CMO_Engstrom says:
*CO* Captain, this is Dr. Engstrom, we have a radiation leak in the vicinity of the old sensor pod.  Recommend full radiation proceedures.

Host AGM_Selan says:
<Starbase 360 Dockmaster> @ COM: U.S.S. Titan: Please have crew who have been possibly affected by the radiation to report to our sickbay for immediate treatment.

CSO_Gol says:
*EO* Granted.

Host AGM_Selan says:
<Medical Officer> ::Looks up::

XO-Teasley says:
<Jan>: XO: Honey.

SO_Rya says:
@::Pokes Drayan in the side:: Drayan: You know if you always looks so serious, your face could freeze that way.

EO_Be`Keth says:
*CSO*: K

XO-Teasley says:
CMO: What's happening to my wife.

CSO_Gol says:
*CO* Aye. sir.

Host CO_Capt_Gabel says:
*CMO* Understood ... Evac SickBay to the Starbase ... for procautionary measures

CMO_Engstrom says:
*CO* Aye sir...

Host AGM_Selan says:
<Med. Officer> CMO: Shall I head over to their sickbay and inform them they have a possible labor coming in?

Host CO_Capt_Gabel says:
*CSO* We have a minimal radiation leak ... on the upper decks get everyone off the upper decks ...

CSO_Gol says:
*CMO* Please disregard my previous communique.

JAG_Vekh says:
@Alara: you know this is my usual self, but I make some concessions for bright and beautiful Betazoids...

CMO_Engstrom says:
XO: She's pregnant and going to have a baby, and were going to evacuate ::scrawls a note for Dr. Fey on a comm board:: Computer: Computer, initiate evacuation proceedure, immediate transport.

CTO_Scott_Madson says:
@*CSO*: Sir, sorry I am late in responding, the tactical systems are locked down.

SO_Rya says:
@::Laughs at his flattery and keeps walking.::

JAG_Vekh says:
@Alara: females, at that ::keeps serious face on::

CMO_Engstrom says:
::turns and looks at the MO:: MO: Negative, find Dr. Fey on station and inform her of the Evac.  Then go on with your leave.

XO-Teasley says:
CMO: I am coming too.

Host AGM_Selan says:
<Computer> CMO: Acknowledged. ::All in sickbay are transported to Starbase 360's sickbay::

EO_Be`Keth says:
::looks back at the Titan as she leaves the airlock::

CSO_Gol says:
*All Hands* Evacuate decks one through five.  There is a radiation leak in progress.

XO-Teasley says:
@:: in SB360 sickbay::

FCO_Jadahn says:
@::leaves Titan and enters SB360::

CSO_Gol says:
*CTO* Good, have your security teams been dismissed?

Host AGM_Selan says:
ACTION: With most of the crew beaming off, the EVA suited Starbase 360 Engineers board the ship, heading first to the upper decks to deal with the radiation leak.

XO-Teasley says:
@<Jan>: CMO: Doctor. how long do you think it will take?

CTO_Scott_Madson says:
@*CSO*: Yes sir...they are around on the station now.

SO_Rya says:
@ Drayan: You know I believe there's hope for finding a sense of humor in you yet.

Host CO_Capt_Gabel says:
::leaves the Ready Room:: CSO: head to the starbase ... I will coordinate the evac

Host AGM_Selan says:
ACTION: Other Engineering Personnel begin moving throughout the ship beginning preparations for the new pod which seems to be of great importance.

CMO_Engstrom says:
@::arrives on the Starbase::  Jan: There's really no way of telling,  from the looks of things, not that long... Which is very unusual in a first labour.

CMO_Engstrom says:
@::looks around for the Chief Resident, cant find him, mumbles about shoddy starbase operations and resumes his examination of Jan::

JAG_Vekh says:
@::eyes Alara quizzically:: Alara: You think so? ::brief smile shows on face:: Danforth would be delighted to know that

CSO_Gol says:
CO: Aye, I have located the CTO.  His teams are off the ship and his station locked.  All that remain are the medical staff.

EO_Be`Keth says:
::walks along the promenade and looks at the shops::

XO-Teasley says:
@<Jan>:CMO: Your telling me. ::grabs John's left hand and squeeves real hard.::

CTO_Scott_Madson says:
@::looks around at a simulation of the Titan bridge:: Computer: Charge and fire the plasma torpedo.

FCO_Jadahn says:
@::wanders around, then finds a little coffee shop with tables, enters, and orders an expresso::

CSO_Gol ::enters TL:: TL: Airlock 1. (Deck.wav)

CTO_Scott_Madson says:
@::gets mad as the system overloads and a warp nacelle explodes::

SO_Rya says:
@ ::grins:: Drayan: We'll have to let him know. ::Sees the door she was looking for:: Drayan: Here we are!

XO-Teasley says:
@::Ahhh:: CMO: You did give her a pain killer? she's about to claw my hand off.

CMO_Engstrom says:
@::turns and mumbles to the nurse:: Jan: Alright, one reason your having so much pain is that your water hasnt broken yet...  Were going to break it for you, that will probably speed things up.... ::turns to the XO:: XO: She had a healthy dose of my strongest pre-natal drugs.

Host AGM_Selan says:
<EVA Suited Engineers> ::Three Enter bridge, one heads over to a side of the bridge, jumps up and opens a hatch, and pulls down a ladder, and begins climbing up, sighing::

CTO_Scott_Madson says:
@Computer: Reload simulation, display test results.

FCO_Jadahn says:
@::receives the expresso and sits down at an empty table in the back::

JAG_Vekh says:
@::looks at the door indicated and reads the sign on it:: Alara: Indeed, quite pleasant surprise ::stony face eases a bit::

XO-Teasley says:
@CMO: Nice to hear.

Host AGM_Selan says:
<EVA Eng. II> ::Takes out his tricorder, and heads over to another section of the bridge to find the radiation leak::

Host CO_Capt_Gabel says:
::Sees the EVA suited engineers and thinks this must be bad::

CSO_Gol says:
::exits TL, enters station::

SO_Rya says:
@::Smiles and tugs on his hand as she heads inside.:: Drayan: Come on then.

XO-Teasley says:
@<Jan>:CMO: ok doctor. DO what you have to do, ::lay's back again::

Host AGM_Selan says:
<EVA Eng. III> ::Follows the II one, sees the CO:: CO: Whoa ... sir, you should get off the ship and head to our sickbay ... how long have you been on the bridge for?

JAG_Vekh says:
@::welcomes the warm contact with her and does not resist the pull, gets in::

CMO_Engstrom says:
::pulls the stirrups out of the biobed, and places Jan's feet into position:: Jan: Just relax now ::begins working, before long Jan's water breaks sucsessfully and the monitors show the baby is once again getting ready to be born::

CTO_Scott_Madson says:
@::makes adjustments and downloads the info:: Computer, load and fire the torpedo system.

Host CO_Capt_Gabel says:
EVA ENG III: A good while Engineer

CSO_Gol says:
::makes his way to the lounge::

FCO_Jadahn says:
@::sees someone from Titan enter the coffee shop....he recognizes her, but can't remember from where::

SO_Rya says:
Drayan: I know it looks a bit different than Arcadia's but it's still lovely isn't it?

CMO_Engstrom says:
Jan: How do you feel? ::glanceing at readings::

XO-Teasley says:
<Jan>:CMO: Can you see anything doctor?

Host CO_Capt_Gabel says:
EVA Eng III: I was just leaving .... had to make sure that my crew was safe before I could leave

XO-Teasley says:
::looks at the CMO::

Host AGM_Selan says:
<EVA Eng. III> @ ::Frowns, takes out his tricorder and scans the CO:: CO: Just a bit infected, Dr. Fey should be able to fix you up quickly sir.

Host AGM_Selan says:
<EVA Eng. III> @ ::Nods:: CO: Understood, sir. If you'll excuse me. ::Heads over to assist Eng. II with the leak::

SO_Rya says:
::Decides to take the path along the stream and leads them towards the right.::

CMO_Engstrom says:
Jan: I saw your water break sucsessfully, it will be a while yet before were looking at a baby...

CTO_Scott_Madson says:
::yells at the computer and tosses the PADD accross the bridge, as the nacelle explodes again::

CNS_Fletcher says:
@:: in Shuutle bay four finishing up the last part of Titania:: *CO* Permission to take out the Titania for a proper test flight?

JAG_Vekh says:
Alara: I concur, Alara. Seems a rather peaceful place to be now and then, in a change from normal rushed schedules

XO-Teasley says:
<Jan>:CMO: Better with the pain killer. Thanks

Host CO_Capt_Gabel says:
::Enters the TL, and leaves the bridge::

SO_Rya says:
Drayan: I thought you'd enjoy it. ::Smiles happily::

JAG_Vekh says:
::following along the stream:: Alara: I ... am ... glad we could meet, Alara

Host CO_Capt_Gabel says:
@::Exits the TL and walks to StarBase::

XO-Teasley says:
Jan: COme on honey hang in there

FCO_Jadahn says:
::the woman sees Apollo and walks towards him:: <Crewman>: Ens. Jadahn?

Host CO_Capt_Gabel says:
::arrives at the starbase and heads for their Infurmury::

CMO_Engstrom says:
Jan: No change after your water broke?  The pain didnt decrease further then?

XO-Teasley says:
<Jan>: CMO: Breath's deep breaths::

CTO_Scott_Madson says:
Computer: Locate EO Be'Keth.

SO_Rya says:
::Somewhat shyly:: Drayan: I'm glad you decided to come.

Host AGM_Selan says:
ACTION: With the crew "safely" in exception for those who were slightly affected by the radiation leak] on the starbase, Starbase 360 security personnel guard the entrances to the ship while the sensor pod preparations continue.

CMO_Engstrom says:
::frowns and attaches a cold metal diode to Jan's stomach, looking at the rendered image on the screen it produces::

CTO_Scott_Madson says:
<Computer> The promenad.

JAG_Vekh says:
::caress her face gently:: Alara: I tried my best to exploit this opportunity

FCO_Jadahn says:
::REB:: Crewman: Yes.  Obviously you know me....I recognize you, but could you help me with your name?

CTO_Scott_Madson says:
::I walk out of the holodeck and head to the EO's location::

XO-Teasley says:
<Jan>: CMO: That's cold doctor

XO-Teasley says:
::still by her bed side::

Host CO_Capt_Gabel says:
::enters the StarBase Infurmury::

CMO_Engstrom says:
Jan: It will heat up in a second, so there was no decrease further after your water broke ::wondering if she's slightly delrious since he's had to ask twice::

CMO_Engstrom says:
Jan: No less pain?

Host CO_Capt_Gabel says:
::looks around for a Dr or something ... and keeps looking at his hands to make sure that he is not glowing::

Host CO_Capt_Gabel says:
::slightly chuckling::

XO-Teasley says:
<Jan>: CMO: The pain is less.

Host AGM_Selan says:
<Dr. Jacobs> ::Sees the Captain of the Titan:: CO: Ah, I was sent a message you might have a bit of radiation poisoning, this way please.

SO_Rya says:
::Smiles:: Drayan; I think I'm going to like your new assignment if it presents more opportunities like this one.

CSO_Gol ::walks up to replicator:: Computer: Tarkalian Juice. (Replicator.wav)

CTO_Scott_Madson says:
EO: Hello, good to see you.  I am in quite a situation.

Host CO_Capt_Gabel says:
::Follows the DR::

CNS_Fletcher says:
@*CO* Captain Permission to take out the Titania for proper test flight ?

Host AGM_Selan says:
<Dr. Jacobs> ::Motions for the CO to come over to a bio bed, while he takes out a few hypos and his medical tricorder::

FCO_Jadahn says:
<Crewman Jade Savage> Apollo: I'm crewman Jade Savage.....

CSO_Gol says:
::takes the juice and finds a place to sit::

EO_Be`Keth says:
CTO: Hello sir

JAG_Vekh says:
Alara: I cant guarantee, but you have my word I'll try. Anyway, you'll be always welcome on the Ganymede too

CMO_Engstrom says:
Jan: Good.. Alright young lady you have a choice here, from the way your baby is positioned were looking at an extended labour, or we try to initiate birth sooner, by surgically speeding up preperations down there... Your choice..

CTO_Scott_Madson says:
EO: You see, I am testing a new weapons system, and, everytime I fire it, there is a malfunctionin the system, and a nacelle explodes.

Host CO_Capt_Gabel says:
::goes to the bio bed::
Dr Jacobs: how long will this take I have some paper work to catch up on ... and I want to make sure that my ship remain, well is put back into one piece

CTO_Scott_Madson says:
EO:I know we are on shore leave, but could you look over this.  I am growing rather frustrated with it.

XO-Teasley says:
<Jan>: CMO: Well doctor. I would choose the safest way. and less painful.

FCO_Jadahn says:
Jade: Ahhh yes...  You were there when I first saw Cadel!  Have a seat... ::Jade sits::  So how've you been?

Host AGM_Selan says:
<Dr. Jacobs> ::Scans the CO, then injects him with the hypo:: CO: There we go... you should rest for a day or so. But besides that, you're fine.

SO_Rya says:
Drayan: Maybe I'll take you up on that sometime. Oh, look over there. ::Points to an unusual flowering bush.::

CMO_Engstrom says:
Jan: Alright, the surgically assisted labour is going to be safer, more controled anyays, because we will be able to rotate the baby manually...

CMO_Engstrom says:
::picks up a hypospray and injects it into Jan, instantly deadening sensation below her chest::

Host AGM_Selan says:
<Dr. Jacobs> ::Heard a comm-badge:: CO: Um, Captain, I believe one of your crew is trying to reach you.

XO-Teasley says:
<Jan>: CMO: Sure doctor.

Host CO_Capt_Gabel says:
Dr. Jacobs: Thank you

XO-Teasley says:
<Jan>:: breaths.::

EO_Be`Keth says:
CTO: Ok sir just let me finish my dinner and I will help you.

XO-Teasley says:
CMO: DO your best doctor

JAG_Vekh says:
Alara: I'll be wainting ::looks in the direction indicated and see the flowers, unintentionally ... well ... a bit intentionally actually .... bumps into the SO::

CMO_Engstrom says:
::waves to his nurse from the titan, motioning for her to raise the screen blocking Jan's neither regions from view of the patient, her husband and the rest of sickbay::

CTO_Scott_Madson says:
EO: That is quite alright.  So, how are you liking it on the Titan?  I know I haven't been down in engineering much...

JAG_Vekh says:
::puts arms around her to prevent her from falling to the ground:: Alara: Sorry, for my rough manner ::smiles::

SO_Rya says:
::Focused on the plant, which she's never seen before, stumbles into Drayan::

XO-Teasley says:
Jan: I know you can do this just keep your attetion hereon me.

FCO_Jadahn says:
<Jade>: Well, I've been ok...  I have been spending a lot of time with Cadel

Host CO_Capt_Gabel says:
CNS: That is a negative ... shoreleave means rest and Relaxation ... not work

CMO_Engstrom says:
::picks up a lazer scalpel and sets it to minimum, widening the birth canal::

JAG_Vekh says:
::finds them in an awkward position, but not willing to let go from the embrace:: SO: You were telling something about flowers....

SO_Rya says:
::Glances at him quizzically:: Drayan: You know I'm not usually so clumsy. First in the shuttle and now walking...

XO-Teasley says:
::hears someone. John turns around:: CO: Captain Gabel.

CMO_Engstrom says:
::picks up a suture and attaches it so she wont tear, then reaches and turns the baby in the proper position for birthing::

CNS_Fletcher says:
*CO* It's not work it's a independent project ,sir

CSO_Gol says:
::finishes up his juice and makes his way to the nearest holosuite::

FCO_Jadahn says:
Jade: Really?  Hmm.. Cadel doesn't talk much about you.  In fact, not at all.

Host CO_Capt_Gabel says:
::Sees The Commander and walks over ...:: XO: Cmdr ... how are you and your wife holding up?

CMO_Engstrom says:
Jan: Are you ready? Im not going to ask you to push, I want you to resist the urge, were going to manually birth this baby.  Ready? ::glances at the nurse who nods, doe eyed::

JAG_Vekh says:
Alara: I can think of some thinks that may act as apologies ::looks thoughtfull::

Host AGM_Selan says:
<Starbase Security> @ ::Enter the shuttlebay:: CNS: Eh? The ship was ordered to be cleared out.

Host CO_Capt_Gabel says:
*CNS* Negative ... the Titan is off limits till the radiation leak is under control

XO-Teasley says:
CO: Good, I am ::looks at his left hand:: attached  and not going any where.

Host AGM_Selan says:
<Starbase Security> @ CNS: Didn't you know there's a radiation leak?

XO-Teasley says:
<Jan>:CMO: Ready doctor.

SO_Rya says:
Drayan: oh?, ::and then remembers the plant, starts to pull out of the embrace to head over to it.::

Host CO_Capt_Gabel says:
XO: Well, Cmdr ... Good Lucks ...

CNS_Fletcher says:
::turns to the Engineer :: ENG: No I didn't fine I'm going to  SB's sickbay

XO-Teasley says:
CO: Thankyou sir.

CMO_Engstrom says:
::picks up a hypopray and direcly applies an excitant to the birth canal, initiating annother contraction, he reaches in and begins guideing the baby out::

JAG_Vekh says:
Alara: For example, this is one of them ::leans closer and applies a quick kiss on her lips::

Host CO_Capt_Gabel says:
;:leaves SickBay::

Host AGM_Selan says:
<Starbase Security> @ ::Nods:: CNS: Be careful on the way out, Engineers are rushing all over the place.

XO-Teasley says:
<Jan>:: knows the doctor is in her somewhere.

CMO_Engstrom says:
Jan: The heads clear, keep resisting the urge to push, i dont want you tearing, just let it come.... there we are

CSO_Gol ::inserts isolinear ship with Trill homeworld program into computer slot:: Computer: Run program, beach location. (HolodeckProgram.wav)

XO-Teasley says:
<Jan>::nods::

Host AGM_Selan says:
ACTION: The holodeck that the CSO is in is replaced by a beach on the Trill Homeworld ... in the distance, a beautiful, yet alien, sunset greets him.

FCO_Jadahn says:
<Jade> Apollo: Oh?  well.... umm... ::seems slightly uneasy:: so how have you been?

SO_Rya says:
::Smiles at the kiss and gives Drayan a quick hug before pulling him over to the plant.::

CMO_Engstrom says:
::pulls the baby free and snips the cord, letting the nurse finish with the necisary wrapping and preperation.

CSO_Gol ::enters holodeck, doors close behind:: (HolodeckDoors.wav)

CNS_Fletcher says:
::Nods and starts on his way out::

CMO_Engstrom says:
Computer: Computer record birth, to John and Jan Teasley, USS Titan, male child, human, healthy... Jan: Its a boy.

XO-Teasley says:
<Baby>::spits something up on the CMO::

EO_Be`Keth says:
CTO: Well some day I will invite you on a guided tour.

JAG_Vekh says:
::let go of the embrace and follows Alara to the plant:; Alara: Are you familiar with the specimen?

SO_Rya says:
::Grins at the Orion:: Drayan: Nope.

Host CO_Capt_Gabel says:
::Finds a nice little cafe on the Starbase::

CTO_Scott_Madson says:
::smiles::EO: Sounds good to me.

CSO_Gol says:
Self: Ah, perfect. ::removes uniform, underneath has on swimming trunks::

CMO_Engstrom says:
::finishes with the afterbirth, and the closes his artifical opening:: Jan: How do you feel?

XO-Teasley says:
CMO: Well doctor. she is 1/2 betazoid.

FCO_Jadahn says:
::REB::  Jade: Uh.. well, I've been fine.  Working hard at some classes I'm taking here on the station

SO_Rya says:
::Bends down to inspect it closer::

CMO_Engstrom says:
XO: Its close enough for the moment, ill make an official notation and issue birth cirtificate and citizen ship papers back on the Titan.

Host CO_Capt_Gabel says:
::He sits and down ... ordering an espresso ... black with sugar::

JAG_Vekh says:
::leans close and studies the plant:: Alara: Hmmm, I wish I had paid some more attention to my botanic classes at the Academy, but spent too  much time in the simulators ::chuckles::

XO-Teasley says:
<Jan>: CMO: Better.

CSO_Gol says:
::walks into the water, lays back and relaxes::

Host AGM_Selan says:
<Starbase 360 Dockmaster> *CO* Captain Gabel, sensor preparations are almost complete. I've been informed the Titan has to be taken out for a short impulse flight. Do you acknowledge?

CNS_Fletcher says:
:: walks onto the Sb and into Sickbay to get checked on::

XO-Teasley says:
Jan: So what do you want to name him?

CMO_Engstrom says:
::watches the nurse hand Jan her baby, and walks away very quietly holding his smaller bundle and disposes of it...::

EO_Be`Keth says:
CTO: Now this problem you have with the nacells exploding.  What is it exactly that you are doing??

Host AGM_Selan says:
<Dr. Jacobs> ::Sees someone new enter, approaches the CNS:: CNS: Do you need assistance?

XO-Teasley says:
<Jan>: XO: How about SHaun.?

CMO_Engstrom says:
::walks over to the XO and nudges the happy father, indicating he want a casual word away from his wife::

XO-Teasley says:
Jan: Ok then. Shaun it is.

SO_Rya says:
::Grins and says teasingly:: Drayan: No, I can't believe that. Well, I think this is part of the rose family.

CTO_Scott_Madson says:
EO: I am currently working on a new weapon for future installation on the Titan, but I am in the sim period.  But, so far, there is something I am overlooking.

XO-Teasley says:
::gets up and walks with the CMO::

Host CO_Capt_Gabel says:
Dockmaster:  This is Captain Gabel ... I acknologe .... I request that my 2nd Office be present when the impulse flight takes place

FCO_Jadahn says:
<Jade> Apollo:  ::laughs:: I noticed.  You look extremely tired, and are drinking an expresso!

Host AGM_Selan says:
<Starbase 360 Dockmaster> *CO* I'll have to check on that, Captain. One moment.

EO_Be`Keth says:
CTO: Well we could go to a holodeck and do a simulation if you want and then I might beable to help you to find your errors.

CMO_Engstrom says:
XO: Im going to leave this up to you wether or not to tell your wife.. the reason there were a few complications is that there was a twin.  Malformed and not yet developed, it was stillborn with the afterbirth.

SO_Rya says:
Drayan: But we can look it up later. ::Brushes some dirt of her knees as she stands up.::

JAG_Vekh says:
::pretends he ignores her comment:: Alara: Is that so?

CTO_Scott_Madson says:
EO: No problem.  I have a holodeck up and running right now, that is where I came from.

CNS_Fletcher says:
Jacobs: Well I'm suppose to get checked on since I was on the Titan , and a so called raditation leak.

Host AGM_Selan says:
<Starbase 360 Dockmaster> *CO* Captain, your second officer cannot be present during the test flight due to it's involvement with the nature of your new sensor pod.

JAG_Vekh says:
::helps her to her feet and gets up himself:: Alara: Any new plans, milady? ::being galant::

XO-Teasley says:
CMO: Interesting. eariler tests didn't show any second child.

EO_Be`Keth says:
CTO: Well then lets go.

Host AGM_Selan says:
<Dr. Jacobs> ::Nods:: CNS: Yes, we've been getting a few of those today. Right this way. ::Leads the CNS to a bio-bed::

SO_Rya says:
Drayan: Oh yes, there's still something I want to show you.

Host CO_Capt_Gabel says:
*Dockmaster* Then I will be present

CTO_Scott_Madson says:
EO: Alright.  ::gets up and heads for the holodeck::

XO-Teasley says:
::notices the CNS but continues talking with the CMO::

Host CO_Capt_Gabel says:
::Places his espresso down on the table::

EO_Be`Keth says:
::gets up and follows the CTO::

JAG_Vekh says:
Alara: so, lets proceed ::allows her to take the lead::

CNS_Fletcher says:
::follows to the biobed and lays down::

CMO_Engstrom says:
XO: It was developing directly 'underneath' the other child, it was small enough that I thought it was abone spur of some sort until today, only around 3 months developed, it must have resulted in a late split of the egg.

FCO_Jadahn says:
::shrugs, smiling::  Jade: So, have you any idea why Cadel would never mention you to me?

Host AGM_Selan says:
<Starbase 360 Dockmaster> *CO* Captain, the orders I've received have stated that no Titan crew are to be present until all tests, preparations, etc. have been completed by specified personnel. Once all the tests have been completed, and the Titan crew have been briefed on the new pod and it's requirements, then they will be permitted onboard.

XO-Teasley says:
CMO: Oh boy. ::rubs his chin::

SO_Rya says:
::Reaches for Drayan's hand and continues to lead them down the path along the stream.::

CTO_Scott_Madson says:
::enters the holodeck into a sim of the Titan's bridge and picks up his PADD and hands it to her:: EO: As you can see, here is the design specs.

CMO_Engstrom says:
XO: Its up to you, I would sugest you focus on the healthy child... Ill leave you to your wife.

CTO_Scott_Madson says:
EO: I have it hooked up to the nacelle.

Host AGM_Selan says:
<Starbase 360 Dockmaster> *CO* I can send you the orders if you wish.

XO-Teasley says:
CMO: Thankyou doctor.

CMO_Engstrom says:
::walks into the SB's CMO's office and kicks the poor man out, telling him to go find something to do with himself::

FCO_Jadahn says:
<Jade> ::looks down to the floor, obviously not wanting to talk about this::  Apollo:  I  guess it's because of what we....or I, rather....... talk about

JAG_Vekh says:
::follows the Betazoid woman, appreciating both hers and the location's beaty::

Host CO_Capt_Gabel says:
*Dockmaster* yes please ... and I want to know who sent them!

CTO_Scott_Madson says:
EO: And upon command, warp plasma exaust is vented, compressed, insterted in to cartridges which are put into a torpedo pod.

XO-Teasley says:
::walks back over to Jan how has the baby now::

Host AGM_Selan says:
<Starbase 360 Dockmaster> *CO* What is your current location? I can have someone down there with the orders soon, they were sent by Starfleet Command sir.

CTO_Scott_Madson says:
EO: But, somewhere along the way, it explodes.

CMO_Engstrom says:
*CO* Captain, this is Chief Medical Officer Engstrom, as of this time 0948 hours, I am happy to report a new addition to your crew, Male, and very healthy.

SO_Rya says:
::Rounds a curve in the path and sees her favorite spot up ahead.::

EO_Be`Keth says:
CTO: You have to show me exactly what you did.  ::watches with interest:

SO_Rya says:
Drayan: We're almost there. ::Has become quite excited.::

CTO_Scott_Madson says:
EO: Then it is downhill from there.

XO-Teasley says:
<baby>: very quite while he looks at his parents::

Host AGM_Selan says:
<Dr. Jacobs> ::Scans the CNS, and sees he's just barely affected by the radiation, gives him an injection::

Host CO_Capt_Gabel says:
*Dockmaster* I am at the Caffine Hut ... I believe it is Deck 7 or 8

JAG_Vekh says:
::notices the change in her mood:: Alara: Indeed

EO_Be`Keth says:
CTO: Hmm............

Host AGM_Selan says:
<Dr. Jacobs> CNS: There you go. You should get plenty of rest, but you'll be fine.

SO_Rya says:
::Tugs on Drayan's hand to make him walk faster.::

Host AGM_Selan says:
<Starbase 360 Dockmaster> *CO* Understood, Captain. Orders enroute.

CTO_Scott_Madson says:
EO: Well, after downloading my work of my PADD, I ask the computer to load and fire a torpedo, and within 5 seconds, I have lost the entire nacelle.

XO-Teasley says:
<Jan>::continue to hold the baby.:: XO: what was the doctor asking you about?

Host CO_Capt_Gabel says:
*Dockmaster* Do not take any actions until I read these orders!

FCO_Jadahn says:
::leans forward, not wanting to pressure Jade, but has no intention of letting this go::  Jade: and that would be?

JAG_Vekh says:
::protests, but follows:: Alara: Hey...!

Host AGM_Selan says:
<Ensign Flamboyant> ::Enters into the caffeine hut with a PADD::

CNS_Fletcher says:
:: feels the injection:: Jacobs: Thank you ::Starts to walk out to find Tobias and his two pets::

CMO_Engstrom says:
::listens to the dead air:: *CO* She also gave birth to a pineapple, who she's nameing after you, im sure you'll both be very happy. ::grumbles::

Host AGM_Selan says:
<Starbase 360 Dockmaster> *CO* The Titan is prepared for the impulse test, but has not engaged yet nor undocked, Captain.

Host AGM_Selan says:
<Ensign Flaymboyant> ::Heads over and gives the Captain the PADD::

XO-Teasley says:
Jan: Oh, giving his congrats and wondering if we have the right things for the little guy.

EO_Be`Keth says:
CTO: ARe you sure you have the gaseous mix completely stable before you inject it?

FCO_Jadahn says:
<Jade> ::just sits for a while, staring at the table top, playing nervously with a napkin::

CMO_Engstrom says:
*CO* Oh and your FCO has turned into a monkey, im sure this wont effect operations.  Engstom Out ::closes channel::

SO_Rya says:
::Laughs and continues to lead them along at a brisk pace.:: Drayan: Come on, you can't be that out of shape.

XO-Teasley says:
<Jan>: XO: that's nice.

Host CO_Capt_Gabel says:
Ensign Flaymboyant: Thank you ...

Host CO_Capt_Gabel says:
::Runs his eyes over the report ..::

FCO_Jadahn says:
::awaits an answer::

CNS_Fletcher says:
:: starts walking around filling out a PADD::

Host CO_Capt_Gabel says:
*Dockmaster* take the Titan out ... but watch the paint!

EO_Be`Keth says:
Mikey I got to phone some one Be right Back

EO_Be`Keth says:
<edit that last line please wrong room>

Host AGM_Selan says:
<Starbase  360 Dockmaster> ::Chuckles:: *CO* I think you may already have a few scratches.

FCO_Jadahn says:
<Jade>  ::looks Apollo in the face::  You. :: stands and walks briskly out of the shop and disappears out of sight::

JAG_Vekh says:
::matches her pace with ease:: Alara: Wanna find out how physically fit I am? ::smiles evily::

CTO_Scott_Madson says:
EO: I think so.  It seems to be my injection/compression system that is having the problem.

CMO_Engstrom says:
::grumpily makes note in ships log that he belives the CO is a psycopath, because he ignores the voices coming from his comm badge, appearently since they are similar to the voices in his head::

XO-Teasley says:
::looks at the baby and then kisses his wife on the forehead::

Host AGM_Selan says:
ACTION: Almost instantly, the U.S.S. Titan undocks. It's silver hull glimmers in the artificial light of the Starbase, and the Captain gets a beautiful view of it... it's almost enough to bring him to tears.

SO_Rya says:
::Decides to pretend she didn't hear that last remark and just continues to hustle them down the path to where the sound of running water grows louder.::

XO-Teasley says:
CMO: Hey doctor.

CMO_Engstrom says:
Sickbay-at-large: Does anybody feel like he's talking to himself?

Host CO_Capt_Gabel says:
:: Taps his Badge:: *CMO* my appologies I was a bit preoccupied

JAG_Vekh says:
::hears running water::

Host AGM_Selan says:
ACTION: The Titan leaves the Starbase, and proceeds at full impulse for the edge of the system to move around one of the few planets there ... in a few moments time, it begins to shrink in appearance [due to it moving away], and soon disappears.

CMO_Engstrom says:
*CO* No problem, ill make a note in ships proceedure to use a louder comm frequency when reporting anything important.

Host AGM_Selan says:
<Ensign Flamboyant> ::Holds out hand to take the PADD back::

SO_Rya says:
::Sighs happily when they finally round the corner and find themselves in a shady corner of the arboretum where a small waterfall has created a clear pool of blue water.::

CMO_Engstrom says:
::walks into sickbay:: XO: Im going on leave now, if there are any problem, Dr. Fey is Chief Resident and Duty Officer, call her before you call the witch doctor here on starbase.

Host CO_Capt_Gabel says:
*CMO* ::grins a moment:: now what did you want?

XO-Teasley says:
CMO: How long will Jan be in sickbay?

CSO_Gol says:
::exits water and lays down on the beach, slowly drifts to sleep::

JAG_Vekh says:
::satisfaction is clearly seen in his face now:: Alara: A very ... attractive place. Do you come here often?

FCO_Jadahn says:
::sits, frozen in place by the directness::

SO_Rya says:
::Leads him to the broad base of a large tree that grows along the water's edge and starts to remove her shoes.:: Drayan: Every chance I get. ::Smiles warmly at him.::

XO-Teasley says:
CMO: How long will Jan be in sickbay?

XO-Teasley says:
<Jan>:laying there hugging the new baby::

CMO_Engstrom says:
XO: She should sleep for at least 8 hours here, then if she feels up to it you can take her home.

EO_Be`Keth says:
CTO: Well if you think it is the injection/compression system, have you reconfigured the injection input valves??

JAG_Vekh says:
::follows the SO's lead and removes his boots:: Alara: smart girl, eh? ::smiles at her::

Host AGM_Selan says:
<Ens. Flaymboyant> ::Hrumphs while still standing next to the CO, waiting for him to give the PADD back::

CMO_Engstrom says:
XO: Or rather, your temporary quarters here since the ship is locked up like fort knox by the paper pushers.

SO_Rya says:
Drayan: Well, you showed me your home. This is the closest representation I can get to mine on the SB without a holodeck. ::Shoes off, she sticks her feet in the cool water.::

Host CO_Capt_Gabel says:
Ens. Flaymboyant:  Ens. why are you hovering over me?

CNS_Fletcher says:
::He finds Tobias in a holodeck with the Betazoid Sunset program , and Tyblat and Shadow running around::

XO-Teasley says:
CMO: Ok thankyou doctor.

Host AGM_Selan says:
<Ens. Flaymboyant> CO: I'm waiting to take the PADD back to Operations, sir.

FCO_Jadahn says:
::stands, returns the expresso mug, pays, and walks out of the shop::

JAG_Vekh says:
Alara: Hmm, so we are even ::rolls up pants and enters in the shallow water pool::

XO-Teasley says:
::wonders if the temp quaters are big enough for the 3 of them::

Host CO_Capt_Gabel says:
Ens. Flaymboyant:  Ens.  I would rather like to hold on to this for a few more moments ... it is quite long and would rather hold on to it ... I will return it when I am finished

CMO_Engstrom says:
::walks out of sickbay, and hides his comm badge in the pocket of his hawaiian shirt, noting that the XO actually did not make a comment about his distinct lack of uniform::

CTO_Scott_Madson says:
EO: No I haven't.  But, I am not sure how...if you could take a look at it and give a shot...

Host AGM_Selan says:
<Ens. Flamboyant> ::Shrugs:: CO: All right, sir. ::Leaves::

SO_Rya says:
Vekh: Drayan, I wanted to share it with you. We have a similar stream and waterfall running behind our house on Betazed, only a bit larger and with more plants and animals.

Host CO_Capt_Gabel says:
::Thinks: such a flamboyant Ensign::

EO_Be`Keth says:
CTO: Ok I will try to reconfigure it for you.

CMO_Engstrom says:
::walks down the hallway and into a relatively quiet area, bangs his head on the wall::

XO-Teasley says:
::remebers the CMO shirt but doesn't bother about it since this was a complete surprise to him::

SO_Rya says:
::nervously clears her throat.::

FCO_Jadahn says:
::wanders throught the SB, not really going anywhere in particular::

EO_Be`Keth says:
::works on the injector::

JAG_Vekh says:
Rya: Sounds like a wonderful place, Alara. How long it's been last time you were there? ::leans closer to her::

CMO_Engstrom says:
::muttering about witch doctors, pinapples, and various and sundry other things while looking for a bar and a scotch::

Host AGM_Selan says:
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